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Abstract.
Astrophysical objects below the stellar mass limit but well above the
mass of Jupiter eluded discovery for nearly three decades after Kumar
rst proposed their existence, and for two decades after Tarter proposed
the name \brown dwarfs." The rst unambiguous discoveries of planetary
(51 Peg B) and brown dwarf (Gliese 229B) companions occurred about
three years ago. Yet while extrasolar planets are now being discovered
at a breathtaking rate, brown dwarf companions to ordinary stars are
apparently rare; likewise, imaging surveys show that GL 229B is still
unique as a distant companion to a low mass star.
On the other hand, the deep imaging studies of the Pleiades and
several imbedded young clusters show that the mass function (ie. of
single objects) extends in substantial numbers down to at least 40 Jupiter
masses. The high mass/ stellar density Orion Nebula Cluster may have
relatively fewer low mass objects.
In the eld of the solar neighborhood, the infrared sky surveys DENIS
and especially 2MASS show that brown dwarfs, certied by the lithium
test, exist in signicant numbers. These appear to include most of the
newly-dened spectroscopic class of L dwarfs; these objects are cooler
than, and with dierent atomic an molecular absorption features than
the late M dwarfs. If the rst 1% of sky analyzed is not atypical, over a
thousand L dwarfs should be detected in the 2MASS survey.
1. A Checkered History
Kumar (1963) rst showed that the minimum mass for stellar objects to fully
stabilize themselves by hydrogen-burning is 0.07M (or a bit higher). The cal-
culations of Grossman, & Graboske (1974) suggested a terminus of 0.08M, and
the best calculations today predict that the boundary falls between the above
two values (for solar composition). Tarter (1975) rst proposed the term \brown
dwarfs" for objects below this main sequence limit, but substantially larger than
the mass of Jupiter (MJ ). Her thesis advanced the hypothesis that such objects
could provide the \missing mass" known dynamically to exist in galaxies and
clusters of galaxies. Other suggested designations for these hypothetical objects,
such as black or infrared dwarfs, were also proposed.
By 1986, the time of the rst conference dedicated to this subject (Kafatos,
Harrington & Maran 1986), Tarter’s label was widely accepted (Tarter 1986);
however, not a single unambiguous case of a substellar object of this type was
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known. In particular, the object featured on the cover of that particular confer-
ence proceedings turned out to be perplexingly mythical.
The next several years featured many claims of the discovery of brown
dwarfs (hereafter BDs) and extrasolar planets { both in the eld, in clusters,
and as companions to known stars. However, these cases proved unsustainable or
ambiguous. A big part of the problem was that nobody knew where the terminus
really lay in an observational H-R diagram. Fainter and fainter objects were
being found that appeared to have temperatures and luminosities that might
be interpreted as an extension of the main sequence, both in the eld and in
clusters (especially the Hyades and Pleiades). The most extreme case by the late
1980s was GD 165B, found by Becklin & Zuckerman (1989) with an estimated
Mbol = 14.99. Even this object could be interpreted barely as stellar, if interior
models of high opacity were adopted.
In particular, D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1985, DM85) predicted that the main
sequence could stretch a factor of ten lower in luminosity in comparison with
earlier models, and pointed out the existence of what they called objects of
\transition mass." Their calculations showed that, near 0.07M, the congura-
tion initiates proton-proton burning, for a period of time which decreases with
mass. However, since the pressure support generated from the nuclear reactions
never quite achieves 100% of what is needed to prevent a slow contraction of the
star, the increasing densities bring an increasing degenerate electron pressure.
The onset of energy transport by conduction results in the eventual decrease of
the central temperature, which shuts o the nuclear reactions { but, for their
0.075M model, only after 1010 years!
The results of DM85 meant that the main sequence terminus itself, for
solar composition at least, is quite \fuzzy." That is, the criteria for dening
a BD become fuzzy as well. Should the 0.075M model of DM85 be called a
brown dwarf or a star? Moreover, even objects with a limited or no hydrogen-
burning phase traverse paths close to the zero age main sequence, spending
substantial time in gravitational contraction to their nal radii. Whether stellar
or substellar, the mass assignable to a given luminosity is therefore very sensitive
to the age. The small dierences in Teff at a given luminosity are well below
the accuracies of current models in tting observations, for a wide range of mass.
The above quandary obviously underscores the value of searches for sub-
stellar objects in the nearest clusters. The age of the cluster is known (with
possible caveats), and the young brown dwarfs are more luminous anyway than
older counterparts. However, for those of us searching in the eld of the local
disk, the burden of proof is very high { it is necessary to determine or bound the
mass of the object independently of the HR Diagram. One long sought solution
is to nd an astrometric or spectroscopic binary with a substellar component.
Indeed, Latham et al. (1989) detected a radial velocity companion to the F9 V
star HD 114762 with a mass function implying M2 sin iorb = 0.011M. However,
Cochran, Hatzes & Hancock (1991) presented strong evidence based on study-
ing the line proles of the star that our view of this system is close to pole-on,
underscoring the possibility that the companion need not be substellar.
Fortunately, an easier solution has emerged, pioneered by Rafael Rebolo,
Martin & Magazzu (1992): This is the so-called \lithium test" { the detection
of Li in the spectrum for a conguration predicted to be completely convec-
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